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Introduction
A musical topic is consistently defined as music with “easily recognizable musical
features” (Hatten 2014, 1); the approach and identification of these topics, however, is far more
nuanced and individualized. With an analytical focus shaped by tools of historical context,
today’s analyses can often feel subjective and grounded in the analyst’s personal philosophies.
Because of its seemingly subjective nature, I tend find this style of analysis challenging and
unapproachable. In an attempt to inject much-needed empiricism into topic analysis, Johanna
Frymoyer introduces “a hierarchy of characteristics” that places a list of musical parameters into
a “weighted hierarchy that asserts the relative importance of the [parameters] to the overall
topical identity” (2017, 84–85). The goal of this project is to use a neural network to establish an
additional layer of empirical support to Frymoyer’s hierarchy of characteristics in the process of
identifying musical topics.
Neural networks have been used in several musical analytic tasks such as identifying the
tonic and mode of a scale, key identification, chord progression analysis, and even music
composition (Dawson 2018; Briot 2020). Even with the increasing presence of connectionist
applications in music, topic analysis has failed to make the list. This could potentially be due to
the polyphonic nature of the music used for analysis. While neural networks are capable of
learning from polyphonic data, it is incredibly challenging for the analyst to engineer the data in
a way that is acceptable to a neural network while still maintaining its polyphonic identity.

Therefore, a lot of connectionist models focus on monophonic music because it is more intuitive
from a design perspective. Monophonic music introduces a problem when performing topic
analysis because the polyphonic nature of music is potentially vital to the topic’s identity. For
this project, I incorporated pseudo-polyphonic encoding into the analysis even though it is less
important as a feature (more details below).
Building off of the connectionist approaches to music analysis, I will provide further
empirical support to topic analysis using a Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) neural network
trained on historical exemplars of three dance topics: Minuet, Passepied, and Sarabande. With an
ever-evolving universe of topics to choose from, I decided on these three topics in particular
because of their strong similarities to each other. Choosing to train a neural network with three
similar musical topics will best showcase the efficacy of the classification model whereas three
contrasting topics would be “too easy” for the model to learn and would fail to demonstrate its
predictive capabilities.
Because of the exploratory nature of this project, I wanted to compare the model’s
accuracy when trained on different sizes of musical windows. To try and follow the phrase
structures of the music in the training set, these musical windows consisted of four and eight
measures. To factor in the intricacies of these triple-meter dance topics, as described by
Allanbrook (1983; Ratner 1980; Lowe 2002), I also trained the model on one- and two-measure
windows. These smaller windows were intended to take distinguishing figurations such as the
two-measure pas de menuet (used in both the Minuet and Passepied), the “Minuet signal” of a
quarter-note followed by four eight-notes, and the characteristic rhythm of a quarter-note, dottedquarter-note, and eighth-note of the Sarabande into account.

To demonstrate the capabilities and efficacy of this LSTM model in classifying these
three topics, I will feed Mozart’s K. 332, Sonata No. 12, into the network and compare the
predictions to the analytical claims from the scholars in the field. Then, to measure the model’s
diversity, I will introduce a Sarabande written by John Kuhnau (1660–1722) into the model to
showcase the neural network’s ability to discriminate between these three topics. The results of
these comparisons substantiate the use of neural networks when performing a topic analysis.

Topics
Musical topics operate much like a portal with the ability to transport the listener to a
different time period or emotional state through auditory association. Topics affect a listener in
this way because they are grounded in historical convention and have persisted for centuries. In
this paper, I have put the computer to the test, so-to-speak, to measure how capable a machine is
at learning a topic from its historical representations. The concept of this model alone violates
much, if not all, that topic theory identifies with at its core: topics are heard, not seen. Topics are
born through the repetitive hearing and coding of particular sound patterns until that pattern is
deemed symbolic (Monelle 2010, 14–15). Although neural networks are incapable of hearing, I
believe they are powerful enough to analyze topics without aural accompaniment. Because
identifying topics solely on paper is a challenging task for a human to accomplish—again,
fighting with the very foundation of topic theory—I turn to neural networks for their strength and
flexibility in pattern detection.

The Minuet, Passepied, and Sarabande
As mentioned previously, I specifically chose to analyze the Minuet, Passepied, and Sarabande
dance topics because of their strong similarities to each other and to limit the scope of this
project. Each of these topics are written in triple meter and deviate mostly by tonality and tempo.
For instance, the Sarabande is slower and often in a minor tonality and the Passepied is faster
and often in a major tonality; in fact, the Sarabande and Passepied are so similar to the pervasive
Minuet that they are referred to as the “slow Minuet” and “fast Minuet,” respectively (Allanbrook
1983, 33–40; Ratner 1980, 9–12). Melanie Lowe appends to Allanbrook’s parameters that the
Minuet contains three nearly-equally stressed beats in a measure, a homophonic texture, and an
unembellished and simplistic melody style (Lowe 2002, 172–74). The musical parameters
outlined by Allanbrook, specifically, were heavily critiqued by Charles Ford stating
Allanbrook never engages with melodic analysis; so all we are offered by way of
determinants of dance types are metres, differences in up-beat durations, and relative
stresses (in which melodic considerations remain implicit). It seems that anything in
common-time can be a bourrée, just as anything in a moderate 3/4 can be called a minuet
(Ford, 1986, p. 112).
Though I generally agree with Ford’s critique, noting the lack of specificity surrounding the
dance topics featured in this paper, what makes the neural network so appropriate for this
analysis is that, where a human may find a lack of descriptive evidence—Ford’s claims of
melodic underrepresentation, for example—if a neural network is trained on exemplary instances

it will have no difficulty in finding discriminatory parameters. The results discussed below
support this claim by successfully discriminating between these three dance topics.
When preparing the data for the model (more detail on this below), I intentionally remove
tempo and tonality from each piece in the corpus. By avoiding global features such as tonality
and tempo, the model becomes more generalizable. Consequently, if I had included these global
features, the model would have a difficult time classifying a novel piece of music that utilizes a
topic outside of its tempo and tonality norms. In other words, training the neural network solely
on musical features improves the likelihood of correctly classifying, what Hatten (2014, p. 3)
defines as, troped musical topics or “an imported topic and its potential topological interaction…
to its new environment.” Moreover, I’m intentionally making it challenging for the model to
perform well because if it is still capable of classifying reliably well under difficult
circumstances, the role of neural networks in this field holds more positive weight.
The Musical Data
This project uses a corpus of 105 pieces downloaded from the Musecore digital library
(“Musescore” 2021), the Kern Scores library of virtual scores (“Kern Scores” 2021), and the
built-in corpus of the Music21 toolkit (Cuthbert 2021a). Of these files, 88 were Minuets, 6 were
Passepieds, and 11 were Sarabandes. To maintain historic accuracy for training the model, I
chose pieces primarily written by Johann Sebastian Bach (1685–1750), Franz Joseph Haydn
(1732–1809), and Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart (1756–1791) with one piece each by John
Playford (1623–1687), Arcangelo Corelli (1653–1713), Christoph Graupner (1683–1760), and

George Frideric Handel (1685–1759)1 (the corpus distribution is displayed in Figure 1). Since I
wanted to train the model with as much data as possible, I collected every Minuet, Passepied,
and Sarabande that I came across that was written no-later than the Classical period. Because of
the scarcity of available files, I was far-less selective on which pieces I collected.

Figure 1
Composer distribution of the corpus used for training and testing.
I chose to focus on three musical features: pitch, rhythm (henceforth referred to as
duration), and metrical strength. With explicit use of Michael Cuthbert’s Music21 Toolkit
(Cuthbert 2021b), I wrote a script that parses through directories of downloaded .krn and .mxl
files2 and performed a series of extraction steps. First, in order to normalize the pitch data for the

I did not intentionally only include one piece of each of these composers but this was all I was able to
find in the digital repositories.
1

These files represent the Humdrum (Huron 2021) and Music Encoding Initiative (“Music Encoding
Initiative” 2021) formats, respectively. Each of these files represent an encoded version of a music score
that is parsable by the Music21 Toolkit.
2

neural network, I transposed each parsed piece to C major/C minor. Then, to condense pieces
with multiple voices, I converted the parsed piece into Music21’s chordify syntax which flattens
all of the musical staves into a single staff while maintaining rhythmic and durational
information. From here, I extracted the pitch3 and rest information using “rest” to represent rests
in the music.4 I then extracted the duration of each pitch5 and each pitch’s metrical strength
where each pitch occurs (with 1 being the strongest and 0 being the weakest). This data was
grouped according to the analysis window size (1, 2, 4, or 8 as mentioned above) creating a list
of musical events using the formula
l

∑
i=1

w
(Σx=1
(mi, mi+x ))

where l represents the length, in measures, of the piece,6 w represents the size of the analysis
window, m represents a musical event, and i represents the measure number.7 In the extraction
process, it was vital to record concurrent events (such as chords) which resulted in a list of nested
lists. As I will talk about below, this contributed significantly to the difficulty in analyzing and

This took the form of letter-name and octave number such as C4 or E-5, for example, with “-”
representing a flat pitch and “#” representing a sharp pitch.
3

I felt that specific rest values could introduce an unwanted amount of noise into the data and settled on
normalizing each rest value into the word “rest.”
4

This is automatically normalized so the beat unit has the duration value of 1 which prevents meters such
as ${3 \atop 4}$ and ${3 \atop 8}$ from having unbalanced values.
5

6

I extracted 16 measures from each piece in the corpus.

7

Note, for an analysis window of 1, the formula is drastically reduced to

l

increments through the score one measure at a time.

∑
i=1

(mi ) as the algorithm

working with music on a computational level. Once the script is completed, the resulting data is
compiled into a Python DataFrame similar to Table 1 below.8

Table 1
Encoded data from the first 7 measures of Mozart’s K. 332 with an analysis window size of 2.
Chords are represented by multiple pitches in a single list (such as the first musical event in
event 0: [C3 C4]).

Event

Pitch

Duration

Metrical Strength

0 (mm. 1–2) [[C3 C4], [E3 C4], [G3 C4],
[E3 C4], [G3 E4], [E3 E4]]

[[0.5], [0.5], [0.5],
[0.5], [0.5], [0.5]]

[[1.0], [0.25], [0.5],
[0.25], [0.5], [0.25]]

1 (mm. 2–3) [[C3 G4], [G3 G4], [B-3 G4],
[G3 G4], [B-3 E4], [G3 E4]]

[[0.5], [0.5], [0.5],
[0.5], [0.5], [0.5]]

[[1.0], [0.25], [0.5],
[0.25], [0.5], [0.25]]

2 (mm. 3–4) [[C3 F4], [F3 F4], [A3 F4], [F3 [[0.5], [0.5], [0.5],
F4], [A3 D5], [F3 D5]]
[0.5], [0.5], [0.5]]

[[1.0], [0.25], [0.5],
[0.25], [0.5], [0.25]]

3 (mm. 4–5) [[C3 C5], [D3 B4], [F3 B4],
[D3 B4], [F3], [D3]]

[[0.5], [0.5], [0.5],
[0.5], [0.5], [0.5]]

[[1.0], [0.25], [0.5],
[0.25], [0.5], [0.25]]

4 (mm. 5–6) [[C3 E3 C5], [E4], [A4]]

[[1.0], [1.0], [1.0]]

[[1.0], [0.5], [0.5]]

5 (mm. 6–7) [[D4], [G4], [E4]]

[[1.0], [1.5], [0.5]]

[[1.0], [0.5], [0.25]]

This data presents multiple critical issues; the two main issues being data representation
and imbalanced sequence sizes. The pitch data is represented as text strings which are unreadable
to computers. This could have been circumvented several different ways, such as encoding the
pitches as MIDI numbers. MIDI number encoding would have preserved useful information,
such as pitch and octave, but would have eliminated the tonal functionality gained from the
specific letter-names. Because I wanted to preserve tonal function, I elected to keep the string

8

Where lists are denoted by [ ] and items within lists are separated by commas.

representation requiring the extra step of encoding the string data. Out of the several options, I
chose to encode the pitch data using multi-hot encoding. This technique is frequently used in
computational linguistics and is an efficient way to represent strings as large sparse vectors.9
This transforms each event into a vector with the column size equal to the number of distinct
events in the entire corpus, and each element of the event is represented with a 1 in its respective
column and a 0 for every element that is not present. For the pitch data, each sub-list (individual
notes, or chords) is treated as an event and the vocabulary consists of every possible pitch letter
and octave combination10 (including the word “rest” to account for rests) producing a sparse
vector with a shape of (281,1)11 (see Table 2).

Table 2
A simplified example of multi-hot encoding of musical events encoding each musical event into a
sparse vector of shape (7,1).
A

B

C

D

E

F

G

“rest”

[C4 E4 G4 C5]

0

0

2

0

1

0

1

0

[C2]

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

[A3 E4 A4 C5 E5 A5]

3

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

[“rest”]

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

9 A sparse

vector is a vector that consists of many 0s compared to a dense vector which usually
normalizes a sparse vector to produce smaller vectors void of 0s.
To make sure the vocabulary was able to account for data the model has never seen before, I generated
a vocabulary of every accidental (doubt-flat, flat, natural, sharp, and double-sharp) attached to every
musical letter for octave numbers between 0–7.
10

11 Array

shapes follow the convention: (columns, rows).

The other issue with this data is its lack of uniformity. For instance, in Table 1, event 0 has a
sequence of six musical events compared to event 5 which has only three musical events. Neural
networks, especially the LSTM model, require uniform input vectors to train and make
predictions. In most cases, events could be truncated or padded by removing or adding x amount
of events, respectively, until each event contains the same number of sub-events. For this project,
padding and truncating the data would either add a tremendous amount of unnecessary data or
eliminate a significant amount of important data. The extracted data for a window size of 1, for
example, contains sub-events as small as 1 and as large as 24 which, for padding, requires 23
“blank” events to be appended to a sub-event size of 1 or, with truncation, removing 23 subevents from the sub-events with a size of 24.12 While neither is desirable, truncation would be
particularly destructive to the model as it would reduce each sequence of events to the size of the
smallest sequence—a sequence size of one in the current example—essentially eliminating all
musical events except for the downbeat of each measure. To mitigate this issue, I found a special
data structure called a “ragged tensor” (“Ragged Tensors” 2021) which accepts variable-length
sequences.13 After converting each feature into its own ragged tensor, the data was finally able to
be fed into the neural network for training.

Padding and Truncating can be thought of as a normalization process that transforms a nested list of
events into the same size as the longest or smallest list, respectively.
12

This, unfortunately, introduced a significant amount of limitations with very little documentation for
assistance.
13

The Model
The most challenging aspect of a project like this is converting music to a type of data
that a computer can interpret. In this project I specifically focused on the LSTM neuron for its
ability to “remember” what it has seen and chooses what to forget. Targeted exclusively at
sequential data, an LSTM neuron is capable of recognizing an important input, storing that input,
preserving it for as long as necessary, and then extracts the important input when needed (Géron
2019, 517). With these abilities, an LSTM neuron is well-suited for music analysis because it is
able to base its calculations on previously seen data, much like how a human is able to make
decisions based on past experiences.
Because of the exploratory nature of this project, I wanted to measure as much
information as I possibly could and I was very interested in seeing if any particular feature was
more or less important for accurate classifications of these three topics. To accomplish this, I
built seven different neural networks (shown in Figure 2): one on each individual feature (left),
one for each distinct pair of features (middle), and one for all three features combined (right). I
created the same seven networks for each of the analysis window sizes for a total of 28 different
neural networks. Each individual feature was fed into a neural network with 32 LSTM neurons
as an input layer. When training the feature-specific model (the left-most model in Figure 2),
each of these input neurons were connected to 3 dense neurons (for each class) in the output
layer assigning each class with a probability likelihood using the “softmax” activation (see
Figure 3).

Figure 2
The three types of general neural network architectures for this analysis where each blue dot
represents a musical feature such as pitch, harmony, and rhythm and the red dots represent the
outputs (represented as a probability).

For the other models that include multiple features (the middle and right model of Figure
2), the ragged construction of variable sequence lengths prevented me from feeding the network
all three features as part of the same data structure. Instead, each feature’s 32 LSTM neurons
were fed into a concatenation layer designed to combine the multiple features to prepare the data
to be fed into the 3 dense neurons in the output layer (see Figure 4).

Figure 3
A single feature model demonstrating the architecture of the neural network.

Figure 4
A model with multiple features demonstrating the concatenation layer
Results
Due to the lack of pre-encoded pieces, the dataset was unusually small for the power of a
neural network. In addition to its size, it is heavily weighted with examples of the Minuet.14
Usually this would present a large bias in analysis but, after looking at the graphs and test
predictions, the model appears to be making reasonable predictions. Because the dataset was so
small, the model had a tendency to overfit. This led to reducing the number of epochs the model
used in training to a total of 20 for each model.15 Even with a limited number of training cycles,
the models still performed well on the test data.
My initial assumption was that the models trained on all three features would outperform
any of the other six models and, referencing Figure 5, it looks like the model performed well
when trained on duration and metric strength without considering pitch at all. This implies that

With more time and resources, I would have been able to encode more Passepieds and Sarabandes
myself.
14

Epochs are crucial to the training process of a neural network. The model begins by generating random
weights and then makes a prediction based on those weights. The model then compares its classification
with the true classification and adjusts the weights of the model using a loss function. This process
represents 1 epoch and will repeat for as many epochs as the analyst dictates. Therefore, with a reduced
number of epochs, the model has less time to train itself on the data. For this model, however, the dataset
was so small that more epochs caused the model to train too well causing a problem in training.
15

pitch is not the strongest parameter for identifying the dance topics. Moreover, this finding
refutes Ford’s critiques regarding Allanbrook’s lack of melodic analysis by demonstrating that
the pitch information is not necessary in the topic identification process and the model can
confidently predict these topics on duration and metrical strength alone.16

Figure 5
Accuracy graphs representing the measured accuracy on each epoch of the model itting
process. These graphs are representative of an analysis window of 2.

The accuracy reported on the model trained on the strength parameter alone is misleading. This
parameter was actually too easy to train and the data became overfit very quickly and essentially
memorized the test data and was tuning itself based on the test data. By overfitting, the model becomes
less generalized to novel data resulting in skewed and, most likely incorrect, predictions.

f
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The main disadvantage of a neural network architecture is the lack of descriptive insight
into the training process aside from the model’s accuracy and loss data.17 This prevents the
analyst from dissecting the specifics of each feature to elucidate exactly what the model is
looking for in each of these topics. What is possible, however, is to transform the neural network
from a predictive model to a generative model. This transformation would not reveal the training
process but it would produce music based on how it learned to distinguish the Minuet, Passepied,
or Sarabande topics. This generated output can then be interpreted by the analyst to identify
which specific parameters the model tended to focus on for each topic. As this is beyond the
scope of this project, implementing a generative model into the analysis pipeline would not only
provide the analyst with potentially novel parameters for these topics but would also serve as a
monitor to ensure that the model is not getting off track.

Predictions
While these graphs are helpful, it is best to measure their accuracy by applying these
trained models to actual predictions. Many scholars have addressed Mozart’s K. 332, such as
Agawu, Allanbrook, and Hatten, each of which having their own opinion on which topic is
present and where each topic begins. Because of the differences between the scholars’ analyses, I
felt that this presents a perfect case study for the neural networks I built. Discussing the
predictions from all 28 of the trained models would far exceed the scale of this paper; instead, I

The analyst is also able to print the weights of the neural network as a benchmark for which features
have more weight than others but, with the format of the data in this project and the unique neural
network architecture to receive this data, I was unable to make sense of which weights were applied to
which feature.
17

will demonstrate the predictions made based on the combination of all three features for all four
analysis window sizes.
As shown in Figure 6, analysis windows of sizes 4 and 8 were quite noisy and seemed
less confident of the predicted outcome. This could be due to the increased amount of
information that each model received as input preventing the model from recognizing minutia.
The model trained with an analysis window size of 1 seems more confident in its predictions but
tends to fluctuate quickly which is less representative of how this piece is structured. The model
trained on an analysis window size of 2 looks very promising.

Figure 6
Prediction graphs of the four analysis window sizes when trained on all three features

With an analysis window size of 2 (Figure 6, top right), the model confidently classifies
the first 20 measures of K. 332 as Minuet with a noticeable dip around measure 23 with the
sudden lurch to the Tempesta topic (Hatten 2014, 6). Agawu (2014, 45) describes the Minuet
emerging in measures 9–12 but quickly zooms out stating “The strategy of the first twelve
measures, then, involves a ‘backgrounded’ minuet” alluding to the idea that this neural network
is trained well enough to pick up on backgrouned topics (see Figure 7 for reference). In these
first 20 measures, the model shows a slight decrease in Minuet likelihood around measure 12
which marks the onset of the homophonic hunt call (Hatten 2014, 7–8) and also aligns with the
ending of Agawu’s claims of Minuet emergence in measures 9–12. The model settles in on the
Minuet again at around the 39/40 measure mark which, although slightly premature, is located
close to the start of the second theme group at measure 41 where the model levels out to a
confident Minuet as supported by Agawu (2014, 45). On a global scale, Allanbrook (as cited in
Hatten 2014) claims the Minuet as the dominant topic for the entire movement. When looking at
the predictions for the entire movement as a whole (with a measure window size of two and the
model trained on all three features) in Figure 8, the predictions support Allanbrook’s claim.

Figure 7

The first 18 measures of Mozart’s K. 332 to reference the model’s strong Minuet prediction in the
opening measures, especially 9–12.

Figure 8
Prediction graph of the entirety of Mozart’s K. 332 mvt. 1 demonstrating the dominance of the
Minuet topic throughout.
Also present in these predictions is a high presence of the Sarabande classification which could
have occurred for a number of reasons. The first, and most obvious, is that the model truly thinks
these moments are indicative of the Sarabande. This reason seems less-likely to be the case in
this situation when considering what the model classified as a Sarabande (shown in Figure 9).
What seems more likely to be the case is the byproduct of training the model on three very
similar topics. Due to the syncopated and repeated notes of the right hand, the model most-likely
ruled out the likelihood of both Minuet and Passepied leaving the Sarabande as the only
remaining option. The activation function used in the neural network’s output layer, the
“softmax” activation, produces a probability for each class’s likelihood. This means that even if
Figure 9 is not indicative of any of the classes, it has to choose one of them for the probabilities
to sum to 1.0 and will make its prediction on the closest of the class candidates.

Figure 9
Measures 56 and 57 of K. 332, an example of what the model classified as Sarabande
As mentioned previously, the initial training of the model was heavily skewed with
roughly 8 times as many Minuet files as either of the Sarabande or Passepied. Because of the
implications this imbalance could have caused, I fed the model a novel Sarabande to assess its
predictive capabilities on the underrepresented data. Figure 10 shows that, despite the Minuet
scoring high at times, the Sarabande is still represented. Looking at the sections classified as
Minuet, such as labeled measures 7–11,18 the texture is notably different and, aside from the
instances of the emphasized dotted-quarter-note to eighth-note on beat two,19 the rhythm stays
relatively static and arguably more indicative of the Minuet.

18

Note, the first measure is counted as 0 due to Python’s counting style.

This piece in particular consistently evades stressing the elongated beat two with the presence of beat
three rendering this a particularly challenging classification task for the model.
19

Figure 10
Model predictions based on all three features with an analysis window of 1.
Discussion
I believe the results discussed above show a promising future for neural networks in the
field of topic theory. Not only was my model capable of discriminating between three highly
similar dance topics, it aligned these results with notable scholars in the field such as Agawu,
Allanbrook, and Hatten. I believe if this model was trained to recognize other, more distinct,
topics in addition to the dance topics discussed in this paper, the model would perform with more
confidence and precision.

The next step in improving this model is to incorporate timbral information. Although
this may not benefit predictions on the Minuet, Passepied, or Sarabande, when adding additional
topics, such as the “pastorale” or “ombra” for example, this timbral information will become
very useful. To train the model on timbre, the neural network will need to be fed an image of a
spectrogram for each instance of the topic for training. This introduces an additional layer of
complexity by requiring the already established LSTM model to work in tandem with a
convolutional neural network (CNN) that is capable of reading image files. The more features
that can be implemented accurately into this predictive model, regardless of their unique
challenges, the stronger and more robust it will be in analyzing topics.
I think it is clear that this model will not be replacing a human anytime soon. However, I
think it is evident that models of this nature can be a useful tool as a first-pass exploratory
analysis when approaching a piece to analyze for topics. This model is far from perfect, but,
considering the limitations in available data, the small amount of classes to predict, and data
heavily skewed towards one class, the results are promising and exciting. With more time put
into the data extraction and feature engineering, this model could improve exponentially.
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